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My Son Went Quiet; Shadow

Abstract
This is a review of two short films: My Son Went Quiet (2024), directed by Ian Bawa, and Shadow (2024), directed by Kamell Allaway
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Shadows play a crucial role in both of these films. In *My Son Went Quiet* a husband loses his wife, and a son loses his mother. In their grief, the father and son begin to see a shadow on the wall, then on the couch and on the bed. They interpret the shadow as representing their wife and mother. When the father also dies, the son sees the shadows of his parents around him. The father says that his son will be okay because his parents (the shadows) will always be with him.

In *Shadow*, we see a single mother struggle with a malevolent shadow, a shadow that is hers. Her daughter fears the shadow and pleads with her mother to keep it locked in the pantry. Several times we see the shadow reach for the young girl. She is afraid of the shadow and afraid for her mother. As the mother comforts the child, making a bird shadow on the wall, she turns toward the dim-lighted kitchen. She stares with longing eyes as the shadow lingers near the pantry door.

Taken together, these films tell us that there is something, the shadow, that is a part of us yet separate from us—and able to act independently. The shadow may represent the past, a memory, one part of our entire being, the dark side, or a guardian angel. These are spiritual films. That is, they are about a spiritual presence, the shadow, and not about the physical world. What it is important to learn here is that we are not alone. We, as human beings, are a multiplex rather than a unity. And how we deal with the shadow will determine how the shadow treats us.